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1. INTRODUCTION 
In his book [3], Yosida presents a section (912 of Chapter IX) 
entitled “The Trotter-Kato Theorem” in which is proved a theorem 
on the strong convergence of a sequence of C, semi-groups of linear 
operators given conditions on the resolvents. Comparison of this 
with Trotter’s original paper [2] and with the theorem as presented 
by Kato (e.g., in [I]) reveals that each form is more general in certain 
respects, but that neither subsumes the other. 
The setting for Yosida’s theorem is a uniformly continuous sequence 
6% = Sn(t>) of co semi-groups acting on a sequentially complete 
Zctvs X. The setting for the Trotter-Kato theorems, on the other 
hand is a sequence of C,, semi-groups {S,} each acting on a Banach 
space X, with an appropriate definition of the “convergence” of the 
spaces (X,> to a Banach space X on which the limit sequence is to act. 
Thus, Yosida’s theorem considers a more general type of space but 
restricts the setting to a single space. The aim of this paper is to present 
an appropriate setting within which can be given a common general- 
ization of these theorems. Once the setting has been defined, the 
proof of the theorem is a fairly straightforward modification of the 
proofs given by Trotter and Yosida and need only be sketched 
briefly. As there is no particular difficulty in doing so, and in the 
light of Theorem 1, below, everything is stated in terms of nets 
rather than sequences. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
For any lctvs X, we call a set @ of continuous semi-norms on X 
a determining set if it determines the topology of X. For simplicity we 
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also assume @ is a convex cone in C(X) so Cp is a determining set for X 
if and only if {(x E X : v(x) < l} : q E @} is a neighborhood base at 0. 
Let 0’ be a directed set, let (X, : 01 E 0!} be a net of locally convex 
spaces and let {‘rr, : 01 E ol> be a net of continuous linear surjections 
(n, : X -+ X,). Let @, @, be determining sets for X, X&a E U), 
respectively, and let y ++ yU be a map (for each 01 E @) from di to @, . 
We call such a system (for brevity, denoted simply by (X,}) an 
approximating net (of spaces) to X if, for each x E X and each v E @, 
(convergence as a,z in the directed set a). 
As an example, we prove the following. 
THEOREM 1. Every lctvs X can be approximated, in the sense 
described above, by a net {X,) of jnite-dimensional spaces. 
Proof. Let 02 be the directed set of all finite-dimensional subspaces 
01 of the dual X*, ordered by inclusion, and let X, = a* for each 01 E Q!. 
Define (nU} by setitng [~T,x](<) = t(x) for x E X, 5 E cy E GY. Given a 
determining set @ for X, define the map y -+ ye by letting qn be 
defined for each x E X, by ~~(2) = inf{y(x) : x E X, ~T,X = z>; since 
=a 9 as defined above, is open as well as continuous, linear and 
surjective, va will be a continuous semi-norm on X, . We need only 
show that the condition (I) holds. For any cy E 0, x,, E X there exists, 
by the Hahn-Banach Theorem, a 5 E X* such that / E(x)1 < v(x) 
for all x E X while .$(x0) = p)(x,,). It follows that ~)~(r,q,) = q~(x(,) 
for any (Y E Q! with N 2 CY,, = sp{f}. B 
For each cy. E Q!, let x, E X, ; we say that the net {xa} converges to x 
(for some x E X) and write x, -+ x or x = lim x, if, for every v E ds, 
one has 
For each ~1 E Q?, let L, be a linear operator on X, ; we say that the net 
{L,) converges (strongly) to L (for some operator L on X) and write 
L, -+ L or L = lim L, if, for every x E X, one has L,n,x --f Lx so 
that, for x E X, QJ E @, one has 
If p is a mapping (p : @ -+ @), we say the linear operator L on X 
is p-continuous if, for every x E X and every q~ E 0, one has 
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Note that L is continuous if and only if it is p-continuous for some 
selfmap p of 0. A linear operator L, acting on X, will also be called 
p-continuous if, for every z E X, and every p E @, one has 
A net {L,} (L, : X, --t X,) will be called epui-continuous (in a) if there 
is some fixed selfmap p of Q, such that L, is p-continuous on X, for 
each OL E G!. 
The following results are immediate consequences of these 
definitions. 
LEMMA. Let {xLI}, {A,}, {B,) be nets with x, E X, and A, , B, linear 
operators on X, for a E CT; suppose x, ---t x, A, + A, B, + B. Then 
(A, + B,) ---t A + B and if, in addition, {A,) is equi-continuous, then 
A,B, ---t AB and A,x, + Ax. Denoting the identity operators on X, X, 
by I, I, , if {co} is a net of scalars, then c&, --f cl if and only if c, + c. 
3. APPROXIMATION OF SEMI-GROUPS 
The desired result for semi-groups can now be stated. We assume 
here that {X,> is an approximating net of spaces to X with X and each 
X, sequentially complete locally convex spaces. For each OL E Qd, 
b-3, = (S,(t) : t > 0) is a p-continuous C, semi-group acting on X, 
(CL is a fixed selfmap of the determining set Cp for X). Thus, for each 
~EGI,zEX,,Q,E@, t 20, one has 
Denote by A, the infinitesimal generator of the semi-group S, and 
by R,(X) the resolvent of A, ; R,(A) = [hl, - A,]-l will exist as a 
continuous operator for Re A > 0. 
THEOREM 2. Let (S,} b e a net of uniformly j.4-continuous CO semi- 
groups as described above and suppose that, for some A, > 0, 
lim R,(h) ra,x exists for each x E X and that 9 = (lim R&J VEX : x E X} 
is dense in X. Then: 
(a) for Re A > 0, R,(h) converges strongly to a continuous operator 
R(h) on x, 
(b) R(X) is the resolvent of the injinitesimal generator A of a 
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uniformly jh-continuous Co semi-group S = (S(t) : t > 0} acting on X, 
and 
(c) S,(t) converges strongly to S(t), uniformly in t for t in any 
bounded interval. 
Proof. An argument similar to Yosida’s, involving the formula 
[ARa(h z = G Jrn e-W&(t) x dt 
* 0 
for i~.E02,zEX,, Re h > 0, n = 0, l,..., shows that {[hR,(X)ln) is 
p-continuous uniformly in a, n, X(X > 0, n = 1,2,...) which then 
gives the p-continuity of {[X&Q]“) uniformly in n. Setting 
f3 = (A, - ii)/& one has 
for z E X, , (Y E OT and X such that 1 0 j < 1, with the series converging 
absolutely (i.e., in terms of the semi-norms yol) and uniformly in a. 
As [X,,R,(XO)]n -+ [X,&h,)]” by the Lemma, this shows that the series 
At1 f fPIA($t(ho)]n+l x 
0 
converges absolutely, for each x E X, to a limit which we denote 
by R(h) x-thus defining a linear operator R(h) for each h in the disk 
(A : [ A, - X [/A0 < 1). F rom the corresponding facts for R, we 
deduce that [AR(A)]% is p-continuous uniformly in n and that, 
X I-+ R(h) satisfies the resolvent equation in the disk. Choosing “new 
ha’s” successively, one can get these results in a sequence of disks 
which ultimately cover {Re h > O}. This gives part (a) of the theorem 
and the remainder of part (b) follows immediately from the standard 
theory of construction of a semi-group from the resolvent, knowing 
Q$ yz $nse and {[AR(X)]“} p -continuous uniformly in 92 = 1, 2,... 
We need only show the convergence of S, to S. The argument 
here is again essentially that given in [3]. Approximate S, S, by 
syt ; fz) x = #?-at c 1 F [d?(n)]” x 
with S”(t; n) converging to the uniformly p-continuous semi-group 
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S(t; n) as N -+ co and S(t; n) -+ S(t) as n ---+ co. One obtains 
(R = R(1)) 
[S(t; m) - S(t; n)] R2x 
= s 1; [S(t - s; n) S(s; m)] R2x ~5 
= (; - $) nR(n) mR(m)[R - 11” 1: S(t - s; n) S(s; m) x ds. 
whence, applying y E @ and taking the limit as m --f co, 
4t 
d[W - W; 41 R24 G y b5~ll(x) 
(p5 being the 5th iterate of p) and similarly for each 01. 
For y = R2x, (II E bi’, t > 0, q E @, n > 0, N > 0, one has 
G I %(%[W> - SN(c 4 r> - 9Juw - WC 41 Y)l 
+ PUS(~) - W; $1 R2x) + d[s@; 4 - SN(t; 41 y) 
+ Pi - &Pi 4lPol”~a - ~mR21 4 
+ p&t i n”t” o k! P~TJWWY - bRW1” nay). 
Given q+ a bounded t-interval and y in the range of R2, one can choose 
n so large that (t/n)[p4y]( x is small (for large (Y, (t/n)[p4p)& (~T~x) will ) 
also be small, uniformly in cu), can then choose N large so 
dSN(t; 4 - S(C 41 y) is small (and also p)(I([SIyN(t; n) - S,(t; n)] ray), 
uniformly in (large) ) (Y and finally, can take (y. large enough in @ as 
to make all the remaining terms small. Since the density of the range 
of R2 follows immediately from the hypotheses, the uniform continuity 
of S(t) and the uniform equi-continuity of Se(t) suffice to ensure 
convergence as above for all y E X. q 
Trotter, in [2], also considered approximation by discrete-parameter 
semi-groups and this may also be generalized to the present setting. 
The proof is a straightforward modification of Trotter’s. Letting 
X, {X,} be as above, introduce a net (8,) with 8, > 0 and 6, -+ 0. 
Set T, = {ns, : n = 0, 1 ,... > for 6, # 0 and T, = [0, 00) if 6, = 0. 
For each LY E a, let SU = {&(t) : t E T,} be a semi-group of operators 
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acting on X, ; if S, = 0, assume S, is a C, semi-group. Set 
A, = [fJ,(%) - A#% if 6, # 0 and let A, be the infinitesimal 
generator of S, if 6, = 0. In any case, assume (s,(t)} is uniformly 
(for t E T, and 01 E a) p-continuous and let R,(h) be the resolvent of 
A 3L *
THEOREM 3. Let is,> b e a uniformly p-continuous net of (possibly 
discrete) semi-groups as above and suppose that, for some A, > 0, 
lim R,(&) V,X exists for each x E X and 9 = {lim &(A,,) nTT,x : x E X} 
is dense in X. Then : 
(a) For Re h > 0, R,(X) converges strongly to a conlinuous 
operator R(h) on X, 
(b) R(X) is the resolvent of the in.nitesimaZ generator A of a 
uniformly jkcontinuous C, semi-group S = (S(t) : t > 0) acting on X, 
and 
(c) if {ta} is a net (ta E T,) such that t, -+ t, then s,(t,) converges 
strongly to S(t) and this convergence is uniform on bounded t-intervals. 
Proof. When 6, # 0 define, for t > 0, z E X, , s = t/8, , 
and note that S, is a p-continuous C,, semi-group with infinitesimal 
generator A, . If 6, = 0, set S, = ,!?a . By Theorem 2, parts (a) and 
(b) of this theorem are proved and, in fact, we need only show that 
y,([&(t,) - Sol(t)] VT,X) --+ 0 as t, -+ t(S, -+ 0). One first shows that 
for 01 E GZ, q E @, t, E T, , z E X, which follows from 
F%kJ - 3&)1 R,22 
(to: = nS, ; the integrals on the right are from 0 to 6,). Next, 
vpO([W> - 8-N &4 < I t - s I hula CR - 11 4 (4) 
for t, s > 0, x E X, , cp E @. For y in the range of R2 one can now 
show that y&[~JtJ - S,(t)] 7ra y) -+ 0 which, with the result of 
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Theorem 2, gives (c) for such y. The density of 53 together with 
the uniform p-continuity of S and SE now give the result for all 
yex. q 
A converse may also be given under the hypothesis of uniform 
p-continuity. 
THEOREM 4. Let (SOL} be a uniformly jkcontinuous net of Co semi- 
groups on the net {X,} approximating X (as in the setting for Theorem 2). 
Suppose there is a p-continuous C,, semi-group S on X such that (&(t)) 
converges strongly to S(t), uniformly on bounded t-intervals. Then 
R&I) -+ R(h) for Re h > 0 where R, R, are the resolvents for the 
injinitesimal generators of S, S, respectively. 
Proof. This follows immediately from the representation 
I 
al 
Rx,N 2 = e-AtS(,)(t) z dt. El 
0 
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